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HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

Tip sheet

HEALTHY SLEEP

Sleep is the body’s natural healer, 
rejuvenator and revitaliser. We all have 
different sleep needs. While most adults 
need about 7 or 8 hours, the first 5 
hours seem to be the most important.

Some of us function optimally on less than 7-8 hours, 
and indeed some people need more. Achieving deep, 
refreshing sleep is the key.

During the deep stages of sleep, the body repairs and 
regenerates, builds bone and muscle, and strengthens 
the immune system. We are much more likely to pick up a 
cold or a bug if we are short on sleep. As we get older, we 
sleep more lightly and get less deep sleep.

We may still experience feelings of tiredness or fatigue 
throughout the day, despite the amount of sleep we may 
be getting. This can be due to dehydration, a common 
cause of fatigue, especially at work. We generally need 
more water than we think we do.

Signs you may be lacking sleep

Fatigue is one of the physical signs that you may need 
to improve the quality of your sleep. But there are also 
various mental health signs you can be attuned to:

• health and wellbeing – research has suggested 
a powerful link between optimism and physical 
and psychological wellbeing, and also with 
increased longevity

• the need to build up elaborate routines in order to 
get to sleep

• having trouble staying alert when driving

• having vague, confused thoughts and forgetting things

• obsessing or worrying over the same thing night 
after night

• hearing “You’re no fun anymore” or similar feedback 
that suggests fatigue is impacting your relationships

• feeling down, overly anxious, grumpy or “not yourself”.

Around 90% of people who identify as having insomnia — 
a sleep disorder characterised by trouble falling and 
staying asleep — also have another health condition. This 
might present physically as sleep apnoea, weight problems 
or back issues, or mentally as migraines or depression..
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Sorting out stress

Often stressful situations in your work, family or personal 
life can impact your sleep. Some tips on dealing with stress:

• take a long walk and make some decisions as to how 
you can handle this better

• consider seeing a counsellor at work through HR

• you can speak to trusted friends and family who know

• you can exercise more and get involved with your 
community and friends to achieve more balance in 
your life

• speak to your manager or someone you trust at work 
if you can see that a few changes would dramatically 
reduce your stress levels

• watch your self-talk. Do you make things worse for 
yourself by thinking negative thoughts? Consider 
tweaking or reframing these thoughts to be more 
helpful or accurate. For example: “This is difficult, 
but I’ll stay calm and get through it. I won’t allow it to 
wreck my day”.

Tips for the mind

• try to go to bed and get up at the same time each day 
to get into a healthier pattern

• if you have a busy mind, the practice of watching a 
documentary or a relaxing program prior to bedtime 
can assist in single-focusing the mind and switching 
off circular or repetitive thoughts. Ensure that your 
internet and phone network signals are turned off 
when using a device while in bed

• take opportunities throughout the day to review your 
thoughts. If they are negative, reframe them; don’t 
catastrophise. This will prevent negative or niggling 
thoughts accumulating and ‘coming back to haunt 
you’ before bed

• ensure the bed remains a zone purely for sleeping (or 
having fun) rather than working, writing or worrying

• try to end the day on a positive note. Reading an uplifting 
book or listening to a relaxing radio show or podcast can 
be helpful. Some people routinely try to think of 3 things 
they are grateful for before they go to sleep

• consider switching off TV and computers for the 
hour before bed, unless you are watching something 
relaxing; slowly wind down. Be conscious of exciting 
your adrenaline by watching sport or a tense thriller 
prior to bedtime; the viewing habits we enjoy on 
stress-free occasions can be harder for the mind to 
cope with in times of stress

• don’t be too hard on yourself if you are unable to 
achieve quality sleep. Try to relax about it and permit 
yourself to have naps while you adjust your lifestyle 
and get into a better pattern. Listen to how you talk 
to others about your sleep issues and how often; you 
may be building it up into a bigger problem than it 
needs to be. It’s better to think of it as ‘no big deal’ and 
that sooner or later you’ll bounce back

• remove visible clocks and stop stressing about the 
time once you are in bed. If you are unable to sleep, 
consider getting out of bed for 30-60 minutes, no 
matter how late it is, and doing something relaxing

• try controlled breathing exercises, tensing every body 
part gradually and releasing the tension, or practise 
meditation to help quieten the mind and switch off 
repetitive thoughts. Search the internet for recordings 
of relaxation music and other sleep apps and tools
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• Tips for the body

• if you work indoors or in an office environment all 
day, try to get out at lunch or work next to a window 
to absorb more daylight. Consider walking to work or 
home for at least part of the way. Exposure to natural 
light and dark at the appropriate times helps regulate 
the hormones involved in getting quality, routine sleep

• engage in some extra physical activity during the day to 
tire yourself out, but avoid exercising just before bed

• consider eliminating alcohol and caffeine for a while, 
as these are both stimulants and diuretics that can 
disrupt quality sleep and exacerbate dehydration. We 
all have varying sensitivities to these substances and 
it can be helpful to experiment to determine the level 
that works best for you.

• a warm bath or shower can increase feelings of 
relaxation, but avoid overheating your bed

• make your bedroom darker or use an eye mask

• if you have a sleeping partner who wakes you up, 
consider using two sets of single bedsheets and/or 
doonas to help prevent disturbing one another’s sleep 
due to movement or body heat.

How about a few drinks?

We often think drinking alcohol will relax us. However, 
for most people, while alcohol has an immediate sleep-
inducing effect, a few hours later, as the alcohol levels 
in your blood start to fall, there is a stimulant or wake-up 
effect. Alcohol is a complex sugar that your body works 
harder to process; you may need to get up and go to 
the bathroom, or wake up thirsty or with a headache. 
Stopping all alcohol intake for 3 or 4 weeks will help you 
sleep better, then you can reintroduce it in moderation on 
weekends or at appropriate times.

Are naps the solution?

Napping suits some people, not all. In general, this is 
a more helpful solution for the sleep deprived, than for 
insomniacs. Research suggests a 20-minute nap to be 
most refreshing; but everyone is different. We want to 
avoid waking up feeling groggy, which can happen when 
our nap was interrupted and we actually needed more 
sleep. Weekend napping or resting for 20 minutes after 
you get home from work can help you catch up on lost 
sleep. Use a nap timer or your phone alarm to limit time 
asleep. On a work day, a 20-minute walk at lunchtime 
will usually do you more good than a nap; but ensure you 
increase your water intake if you are introducing more 
physical activity into your day.

If you are really struggling

If you have a lot of trouble staying asleep and generally 
feel flat and exhausted even after enough sleep, do see 
your GP. You may have depression, issues with your thyroid 
or another illness that can be treated. To help overall 
improvement in sleep patterns, your doctor may prescribe 
a sleep medication for short-term relief of a sleep problem. 
The decision to take medication is a medical one to be 
made in the context of your overall health picture so think 
carefully and discuss it with your doctor.


